CRs fixed with GeoMedia Desktop patch v15.00.0000.10254
Instructions to install this patch release:
1. Exit all GeoMedia applications.
2. Ensure that GeoMedia Desktop 2015 SP1 is installed.
3. Extract the .zip file to some temporary folder location.
4. Right-click on Setup.exe and use the “Run as Administrator” option.
5. Use the Update option to begin the installation process.
If an uninstall of this patch is required, it is recommended that you re-run setup.exe and select the
Remove action for patch v15.00.0000.10203 from the Intergraph Setup Manager dialog.
The following CRs are fixed with this v15.00.0000.10254 GeoMedia Desktop patch
GM Desktop CR 1-H4EPPV / MO 1-H4EPSX - A Manipulate Feature Web Service (WFS) does not
support case-insensitive searches this was done per GeoMedia WebMap CR 1-6ZEJBE / MO 1CWG12K
-GM Desktop CR 1-I98R63 / MO 1-JF5M9O - Validate Connectivity Unbroken Intersecting Geometry
results in automation error.
-GM Desktop CR 1-G99UQI / MO 1-G9BJWG - Low certainty score values returned on short links where
valence = 2
-GM Desktop 1-FFFCS9 / MO 1-FFSSPH - Fusion Links created incorrectly.
-GM Desktop CR 1-JY358F / MO 1-K2P4EL - SmartStore features containing a single point do not display
when spatially filtered
-GM Desktop CR 1-K3FXFK / MO 1-K3TBVB - Validate Connectivity to fix Unbroken Intersecting
Geometry results in loss of data or invalid geometry
-GM Desktop CR 1-K4DOCB / MO 1-K6OR4Q - Performance using shared cache via PublishIFC is not
as good as expected (compared to local cache)
-GM Desktop CR 1-K5VIC2 MO 1-K6N3TU - Time to load record sets 5x slower after reboot when using
caching
-GM Desktop CR 1-KGM1RZ - Errors for existing legend entries after disabling caching
-GM Desktop CR 1-KGXSKV - Caching not performant when legend entries are not set to display on
status
-GM Desktop CR 1-L94T36 / MO 1-L95TJK - GeoMedia 2015 crashes when scrolling in legend w/
Thematic Legend Entries
-GM Desktop CR 1-LNI1DB / MO 1-LWBGPZ - Data displayed wrongly when text-layers are active (after
installation of WebMap EP05)
-GM Desktop CR# 1-LI3G2M MO 1-O7MEUT - GeoMedia application may hang when using Properties
on Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

-GM Desktop CR 1-R2G9D9 / MO 1-RVTWS4 - performance degradation when displaying raster feature
classes in GMDesktop 2015
-GMPro CR 1-IYSZLU / MO 1-JF7R4L - Cannot enter Arabic characters on custom dockable control text
field
-GMPro CR 1-JTPHVO / MO 1-JU68ZN - Performance problem loading large thematically classified
record sets (Open GWS vs. Display On)
-GMPro CR 1-C9J8OT / MO 1-JX089U - Connection performance very poor on Oracle 12C
-GMPro CR 1-LBJBDO / MO 1-LBJZY4 - Spatial intersection query breaks primary key

